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Who, actually, was Utnapisthim/Ziusudra?
Ziusudra/Utnapishtim is preserved in the Epic of Gilgamesh and some Sumerian texts. If you
are not at the centre of events, you can never find out about reality connected to
Utnapishtim/Ziusudra. The purpose of these lines is to shed light on the legendary flood in
Sumer. Ziusudra/Utnapishtim was the son of the jack-of all-trades Lamech and lived with his
family in the town of Eridu.
Around 7,322 years
ago, Lamech and his
family lived here.
Methusael, cousin of
Enki, was Lamech’s
father.
Enki/Ea lived in the
same town.
Eridu today
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Lamech and his
family in the
town of Eridu.

Lamech’s
family
had
four
members: father, mother and two
children: a son and a daughter who
was an artist by profession.

The wife

Utnapishtim
Ziusudra
The
daughter

Enki’s house
Enki/Ea was Master of
Water and the town of
Eridu.

Lamech was probably born in the town of Eridu on April 18, his sign is Aries. He
was a jack-of-all-trades by profession. According to tradition he was also a
building worker and a carpenter. He was involved in a paternity issue in
Shuruppak connected to Lamech Jr and Noa. The paternity issue was the most
important event besides the natural catastrophes.
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Lamech left the town of Eridu and looked for substinence in the town of Shuruppak. There he worked with
construction and carpenting. Lamech built a house designed by himself using Sumerian architecture. Besides
construction work he was involved in an extensive paternity issue, as I have already mentioned

Lamech and his house
Utnapishtim. As a teenager he left his
native town of Eridu and travelled to
his father Lamech in Shuruppak. There
he continued his education with
Lamech as his great tutor. There he
learnt the art of construction, he helped
his father. Utnapishtim was also a
natural scientist.
After a period of time, also Lamech’s daughter and wife came to Shuruppak. But his wife later
returned to Eridu, but Lamech stayed in Shuruppak with his two children, his son Utnapishtim and
his daughter.
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Lamech and his house

This model is a tentative illustration of Lamech’s house, built
around 7300 years ago (by Josef Kemény).

Entrance

Roof terrace, rest room,
spare room
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Balcony

entrance

An illustration of how Lamech’s and Utnapishtim’s house and its surroundings may have looked like.
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Who was who and who built the Ark?
The Sumerian texts talk about Ziusudra, the Epic of Gilgamesh mentions Utnapishtim and the
Babylonian Atra-Hasis Epic is about Atrahasis himself. The Bible tells the story of Noah.
The Sumerian texts are the oldest, thereafter comes the Gilgamesh Epic and many years after
that the Atra-Hasis Epic around 1,600 B.C. The Bible contains the most recent texts.
We can clearly see in all four known texts that an Ark is being built. Our question is this one:
Was the Ark built by one and the same person?
One clue could be the meaning of the name.
Ziusudra means ”life of long days/found long life”. Utnapishtim means “The found life/He
who saw life”. Atrahasis means “extremely wise”, and Noah has no particular meaning.
If we simultaneously analyze all four names we find that Ziusudra and Utnapishtim are
connected to Life, Ziusudra and Utnapishtim have the towns of Eridu and Shuruppak in
common and both of them built an Ark.
Concerning Atrahasis and Noah we can see this: Atrahasis was a very wise person, the same
goes for Noah. They had wisdom in common. The Atra-Hasis Epic describes how Atrahasis
was saved in a vessel, thus he himself built an Ark. In the Bible, the Old Testament, we are
told how Noah built the Ark, and he was the son of Lamech.
The Lamech scroll is part of the Qumran scrolls found by the Dead Sea in 1947. There we can
read about Noah, among other things that he was not Lamech’s biological son. Neither did he
build an Ark.

The Bible

Briefly about the original Book of Moses:
The most remarkable story in the Mormon’s version is the murder of
the Jew Laban and the seizure of the brass plates with the Jewish
chronicles. The chronicles contained the five original Books of
Moses in which we find the story about the creation of the world
and Adam and Eve as well as the Jewish chronicles from the
beginning to the start of the reign of Zedekiah, King of Judah. We
also find the prophecies by the Holy Prophets from the beginning to
the start of the reign of Zedekiah and many prophecies from the
mouth of Jeremiah.
The Lamech scroll is the equivalent of the Bible/Old Testament
contents of Noah and the Ark. The Lamech scroll reflects the Noah
story since the Bible only replaces the original Books of Moses.

Book of Mormon

We can establish that Ziusudra and Utnapishtim could have been the same person and the biological son of Lamech. I
you were born as Lamech’s biological son, you automatically belonged to Life. There were certainly also other people
called Utnapishtim or Ziusudra. In the Epic of Gilgamesh we can for example read that Utnapishtim was a son of
Ubara-Tutu. Since Lamech’s father and Enki/Ea were cousins, it is easy to mistake the name and the person for
someone else in the family. We can also ask ourselves whether the translation was correct, whether we have fully
understood the meaning and context of the translation.
We can also establish that Atrahasis and Noah could have been the same person. True, Noah did not build an Ark but
none of them was a biological son of Lamech’s. Their names have nothing to do with Life.
One important question also remains, how close is the events above to the centre of events. This also goes for time,
how close does time come to the centre of events, since the global flood took place around 7300 years ago, related to
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the construction of the Ark/Arks.

Shuruppak. This is a tentative picture of a farm in Lamech’s time, around 7300 years ago,
before the global flood which ravaged the entire world.
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The Global Flood and Sumerian Science
Binary Star System

Sumerian science was excellent, their world was similar to ours. Concerning technology, they
used different kinds of airplanes and cars. I have a strong feeling they had computers at their
disposal and were also familiar with DNA, the double helix. Their technological world was
even more advanced than the world we have today.

Symbol of air/spaceship
Symbol of the DNA
double helix connected
to their voyages in
space.

Sumerians had an extensively developed science, for example astronomy and cosmology.
Sumerians also knew that our solar system is a binary star system. Besides the Sun we have
an additional sun, Nemesis, a neutron star around which seven different-sized planets orbit.
Sumerians called this neutron star ”AN” (Anu).

The Sun with its
planets (a sixpointed star as a
symbol) and the
neutron star AN

Our binary star system

AN with its seven
orbiting planets.

The neutron star AN (Nemesis) is well-known
today, carrying the name ”Planet X” because of
an ability to shrink to the size of a planet.
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Binary Star System

Neutron sun/star AN with its seven orbiting
planets and the Sun.

Binary sun/binary star system, the Sun and the neutron sun.
The Sun with its eleven orbiting planets.

The neutron star AN with its seven orbiting planets and a cigarshaped spaceship.

The neutron star AN with its seven
orbiting planets.

A cigar-shaped spaceship outside the Earth before the global
flood. The moon is also clearly visible.

Clay tablets. Despite the fact that Sumerians lived in a highly developed civilisation they consciously chose to use
clay tablets for messages for future generations. Like the simple tablets above, these sources of information are
important, for example as evidence that our solar system also is a binary star system. Thus, excellent science without
any Big Bang phenomenon.
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AN collected
thousands of
asteroids to its asteroid belt as a
tail and when the star entered
the solar system it was
transformed into a giant comet.
In other words: when AN
passed through the asteroid belt
it attracted thousands of
asteroids, meteorites and gravel
as a tail.

The neutron star AN as a
comet.

The neutron sun An as a symbolic eight-pointed
star and its seven orbiting planets.

AN has a pentagonal orbit around the Sun of around 3,661
years. This period is called Alpha and Omega. Made
concrete this means that the global flood took place and the
Ark was built in Sumer around 7300 years ago. The most
recent visit from AN was around 3,550 years ago when
Moses left Egypt.
What is a neutron star?
A neutron star is characterized by neutrons with a
mass corresponding to 1,4 Sun masses. This means
that a neutron star has a density of 1 billion metric tons
per cm3. In other words: it has an enormously strong
gravitational field and an equally strong magnetic
field. The reason it is called a neutron star is that
gravitation is so powerful that protons and electrons
shrink and form neutrons.
AN’s gravitational and magnetic fields directly affect the Sun and the Earth. In other words: its gravitational
and magnetic fields have totally dominated the Sun and the climate on Earth. AN has an inverted magnetic
polarity which in reality means, among other things, that the Sun and the Earth were on their way of adjusting
their polarity towards that of AN’s.
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The Causes Behind the Global Flood
There were many causes behind the natural catastrophes which affected the climate of that
time, for example cosmic radiation. But the most important factor was the approach of AN to
the solar system. It caused an immediate polar shift between the North and South Pole.
Temperature was raised and the warming of the Earth was a fact. Snow and ice melted away
and caused the sea level to raise, which resulted in floods, droughts and fires.

Polar shift

AN’s gravitational and
magnetic fields affected
directly the Sun and the
Earth, In other words: its
gravitational
and
magnetic fields have
totally dominated the
Sun and the Earth. AN
has an inverted magnetic
polarity which in reality
means that the Sun and
the Earth were on their
way of adjusting their
polarity towards that of
AN’s. This resulted in a
polar shift between the
North and the South
Poles.
A symbolic illustration of the
neutron star AN and the Earth
which were behind the polar
shift.
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The Earth Leaks Oxygen into Space: Total
Flood

The Earth is leaking and each year thousands of metric tons of the atmosphere pour
directly out into space, never to return. This is demonstrated by new research.
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Researchers’ picture of how
oxygen, O, disappears from Earth
by the polar wind.

AN is surrounded by dark, impenetrable clouds. It is possible that the
clouds mostly consist of hydrogen.
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AN is surrounded by dark, impenetrable clouds, It
is possible that the cloud mainly consist of
hydrogen, which was a worrying scenario for
Sumer.
What was created when AN approached the Earth
and the hydrogen cloud got into contact with the
atmosphere’s oxygen? The answer was water,
large amounts of newly formed water which with
implacable energy poured down on an already
drenched Earth. Sumer and the Earth panicked and
missed an Ark.
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Arks were built
There is no doubt that Ziusudra/Utnapishtim got the assignment to start building arks. He was
also a natural scientist and had extensive knowledge about climate changes at that time. He
knew exactly what had caused the global flood. The assignment was to save as many people
and animals as possible. The only defense they had against natural catastrophes was to build
arks.
What is an ark?
Here is a definition: “The Ark was a body with pylons which were not anchored to the ground
and thus it could float when floods came.”
To build a relatively large ark was not an easy task. Utnapishtim built arks in a company cooperating with at least two large businesses. The ark was a product also outside Sumer.

See more at ”The Ark” www.cosmic-construction.com.13Industry- One, and two-storey family houses – the Ark.

www.virgo-taurusmedia.com ”Global Climate Change and the End of Time - order

In the town of Shuruppak, Utnapishtim and his son started to build arks together with other
companies. Lamech was probably already gone.

The Ark was a body on pylons which were not anchored to the ground which made the Ark float when
floods arrived. (Construction of wood)

Model by Josef Kemény, 2004

The Ancient Ark in Lamech’s time
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The ark was ready for the rain

And the Arks
were afloat as the
rain was falling.
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When the rain stopped pouring down it was nice to see the sun and stillness again. To spend
part of a day on the terrace was good for one’s health.

As the water finally starts to recede, the ark follows the surface level and is stranded by a mountain, a
foot of a mountain or a valley, e.g. at Mount Ararat and Mount Nisir.
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2,600 metres above sea
level.
Covered with water.

By the foot of Mount Nisir (illustration)
5,137 metres above sea
level.
Partly under water.

At the foot of Mount Ararat (illustration)
Upon the stranding of the arks and the receding water a primitive way of life started again. People were mostly
occupied with agriculture and construction work. It was then important that people could co-operate and help each
other. The Ark could henceforth also be used as housing. We could call such state a Beginning since everything had
to start all over again. It was to take a very long time before people started to live in larger communities. Thereafter
a paradise-like way of life began.
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Some people knew that the flood would come and prepared for the
approaching catastrophe. But most people, especially the rich, did not care
about the future. When the flood started, hundreds of thousands of people
had prepared themselves with their arks in order to avoid death. Their arks
stranded everywhere on Earth, e.g. by the foot of Mount Ararat and Mount
Nisir, thus preserving most human races and the four blood groups.
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5,137 metres above sea
level.

At the foot of Mount Ararat

Noahs’ ark? It has been said that the Ark was found on Mount Ararat. According to the Bible
20 wood and was given a coating of earth pitch
and the Old Testament the Ark was built of gopher
on the in- and outside thousands of years ago.
Is this rock gopher wood?

Comparison of the Bible and the Epic of Gilgamesh

For one thing, Genesis in the
Bible is a substitute for the
original Books of Moses.
Because of this, Genesis is out
of the question.
According to Genesis, the Ark
was built of Gopher Wood,
had a length of 150 metres, its
breadth and height were 25
and 15 metres, a three-storey
construction.
According to Gilgamesh, the
Ark was a square construction
and also Michelangelo chose
the square shape to be on the
safe side. It is a two-storey
floating building.
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Michelangelo, the ancient
Ark, Sistine Chapel,
Rome.

There was no such thing as a calm global flood. The neutron star AN’s powerful effect on the sea/the water
created enormously high waves, up to 30 metres. Noah’s Ark, as we know it, would never have withstood these.
The vessel/ark would have been shattered from the start. A God, who knew exactly how the global flood had
started, does not give intruction to a vessel which later will become a death trap. Also in this context I reject the
idea that an intelligent God would have encouraged Noah to build a gigantic ship in a wrong way.
A two-storey building,
around 200-250 sq
metres.
For a six-member
family.
Plenty of space and
storage.
Toilets on outdoor
terraces
Roof terrace
The ark was steerable
Time. The Bible states that rain poured down for 40 days and 40 nights. Gilgamesh mentions 6 days and 6 nights.
Time is measured by a planet’s rotation period, i.e. one revolution round its own axis and the orbiting period round
the Sun. In connection with a polar shift, the Earth’s revolution ceased and time became much slower. After the
polar shift revolution slowly restarted. Instead of a 24-hour day, one year was the equivalent of a day. Life was
much longer than today. The rain period started when the leaking oxygen from the Earth met with the dark,
impenetrable hydrogen clouds of the neutron star AN. Instead of the six days and nights in Gilgamesh we should
have six years, days and nights. That was sufficient for a global flood to cover all high mountains of the world with
water. When An, the Sun and the Earth were in a straight line, a terrible earthquake occurred, shaking the world to
pieces. The intention was to build as many small, mobile and steerable arks as possible. The more arks, the greater
the possibilities of survival. When the flood occurred, all arks on Earth were released and people understood the
concept that arks could be stranded anywhere, but the idea of arks stranding on a mountain did not come up.
Both Mount Ararat and Mount Nisir are possible, but no ark stranded on a mountain but at the foot of a mountain
or a valley.
H
It took a long time for the water to disappear. This happened more than 7,000 years ago.
Since the arks were built of wood and since many natural catastrophes and wars have affected the Earth and its O
population, it is impossible to find an ark today.
(It is much more probable that Noah established a covenant with God than building an ark and it is
Rain period
improbable that God should have promised to never again finish off all human beings and animals by a flood.)
But we can prove that Utnapishtim existed. We often say that history repeats itself. We live in the End of Time, as
did Utnapishtim when he started to build his arks in Shuruppak more than 7,300 years ago.
The difference is that in Sumer they possessed extensive science such as cosmology and astronomy while
Right conjunction
science of today mostly consist of a Big Bang theory, the solar system has one Sun and reduced emissions of
22
carbon dioxide.

The pictures attempt to illustrate preparations in Shuruppak before the global flood.
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The picture is an attempt to illustrate preparations in Shuruppak before the global flood.
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History repeats itself
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Life is Knowledge and Knowledge is Life

While reading this book, we can see the past and the future
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